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Editorial

Russia & Southeast Europe

Dear Reader,
the articles in the Main Focus section entitled “Russia & Southeast Europe” are based on
contributions to an international conference of the Southeast Europe Association (SüdosteuropaGesellschaft / SOG) on 22 and 23 January 2019, which took place at the German Federal
Foreign Office in Berlin. In the context of the SOG’s so-called ‘Reality Check Series’, “sources,
tools and impact of external, non-EU-engagement in Southeastern Europe” are analyzed. Part I
started with Russia. The conference series is supported by the German Federal Foreign Office
through funds from the Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe. The overall aim of the
conference was to take stock of Russia’s strategy and influence in the region of Southeast
Europe as well as the response by local actors, especially from the countries of the Western
Balkans.
The following articles represent a sample taken from a more extensive collection of contributions
to the above-mentioned conference. The Southeast Europe Association will publish the entire
collection in an appropriate format – edited by Johanna Deimel. She has elaborated the
concept of the conference series and we are grateful for her initial editing work. Most of our
selected articles focus on Russian influences in Kosovo and in Serbia. For a comprehensive
overview of the issues and debates of the international conference in January 2019, see the
report by Gregor Mayer on pages 93-101 of this journal’s edition.
The Main Focus in English is supplemented by an analysis of Nenad Stefanov in German that
– while not based on a contribution to the conference – fits smoothly into the topic of this
compilation of articles.

With best wishes for an interesting reading experience,
Your team of editors

Hansjörg Brey and Claudia Hopf
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Jasmin Mujanović

Russia’s Toxification of Civil Society in the Western Balkans
From an ideological perspective, Russia’s activities in Southeast Europe, and especially in the
Western Balkans, are geared towards creating alternative frameworks of political legitimacy
for Moscow’s partner governments in the region. Through such efforts Russia seeks to entice
these and other local actors to shift their political, economic, and security allegiances towards
Moscow, and away from Brussels and Washington.
Even if Russia does not – and cannot – offer the kinds of cohesive institutional linkages and
socio-economic benefits the EU (and the Atlantic community more broadly) can, the strategy
is nevertheless effective because it concentrates on the venal and personal interests of local
elites, not the well-being of citizens in the countries. Rather than trying and failing to advance
the principles of good governance, this is an entirely parallel approach that actively privileges
the interests of elites over those of the public at large.
In short, Moscow invests in strongman regimes to advance its strategic aims in the region –
above all, disrupting EU and NATO enlargement and cohesion within the Western Balkans.

Maxim Samorukov

Why is Russia Hooked on the Kosovo Conflict?
The Kosovo crisis was a pivotal moment for Russian foreign policy. In the late 1990s, Moscow
decisively switched from cooperation to confrontation with the West. Frustrated by the West’s
bypassing of the UN Security Council, Moscow began to use developments in Kosovo as a
precedent for pursuing its own interests in separatist conflicts in the post-Soviet space. Russia
repeatedly referred to Kosovo as legal grounds for its recognition of Abkhazia and South
Ossetia, and its annexation of Crimea in 2014.
When Kosovo proclaimed independence in 2008, Moscow stood firmly in favour of Serbia’s
territorial integrity. Since then Russia has cultivated its image as the main protector of Serbia’s
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interests in the international arena. This has allowed Moscow to acquire an unprecedented
degree of influence in the Serbian energy sector and domestic politics.
Moscow now largely controls Belgrade’s position on Kosovo and can subvert the authority of
any Serbian politician if he or she is seen as being too soft on Pristina. Russia is reluctant to
accept any final settlement of the Kosovo status, fearing this would lead to Serbia’s accession
to NATO and the elimination of Russia’s security role in the region. The Kosovo conflict does
not affect any of Russia’s vital strategic and economic interests. But Moscow views the dispute
as an integral part of its relations with the West. European leaders could appease its hostility
to any settlement by displaying greater willingness to take Russian concerns into account.

Veton Surroi

EU and Russia: Kosovo-Serbia Negotiations
Disunity between the EU member states (with five member states not recognizing the
independence of Kosovo) has weakened the position of the EU’s foreign policy regarding
Kosovo-Serbia relations. This disunity has opened further space for Russia to successfully
disrupt an attempt by the West to establish consolidated liberal democracies in the territory of
former Yugoslavia. The policy of disruption was undertaken by supporting the Serbian position
of obstructing state-building in Kosovo. It was also carried out through a successful disregard
of the International Court of Justice’s opinion in July 2010 recognizing that Kosovo’s declaration
of independence did not contravene international law.
The EU was given a mandate by the UN General Assembly to normalize relations between
Kosovo and Serbia. Its External Action Service had undertaken a long and rather unsuccessful
attempt to reach something resembling “normalization”. But it got bogged down in
micromanaging details while not establishing viable principles of negotiation. The logical
consequence of such an approach is an anti-European idea of swaping land and people,
entertained throughout 2018 by the Presidents Vučić and Thaçi of Serbia and Kosovo,
respectively. With the failure of such an approach, there is now an opportunity to return
to European values defining bilateral relations between Kosovo and Serbia.
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Ekaterina Entina

Southeast Europe in Russia’s Current Foreign Policy
A Focus on Security Trends and Challenges
The region of Southeast Europe is currently in a turbulent phase of its history. It is trying to
finally put an end to the problems that arose after the collapse of communism almost 30 years
ago. For a long time, the international community and the Balkan states themselves gave
integration into the European Union top priority in the hope of achieving stability and prosperity
in this part of the continent.
Today, with the increasing influence of various international actors in the region – China,
Turkey, Russia, and Arab countries – and problems within the EU itself, internal problems have
also arisen within the region. The twin issue of internal security and external challenges
became acute again.
There is a trend to overestimate the Russian foreign interest and its presence in the region
from the Western side. The article is devoted to the analysis and description of how Russia can
be understood as an external actor in the Western Balkans. It equally focuses on the question
what the most constructive ways are to stabilize the Balkan region and solve its current
problems.
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Michael Schmunk

A Democratic ‘Fresh Start’ in Slovakia?
Civil Rights Activist Zuzana Čaputová Is Elected President
Zuzana Čaputová, a political newcomer, civil rights and environmental activist, was
elected Slovakia’s first female President on 31 March 2019. She succeeded Andrej
Kiska who took office in 2014. Čaputová campaigned for a “decent and fair Slovakia”,
civility in public life and transparency in government. Kiska had clashed on several
occasions with the populist-nationalist SMER-SD government under then Prime
Minister Fico. The mass uprising of the civil rights movement with the “Initiative for a
decent Slovakia” after the murder of investigative journalist Ján Kuciak helped
Čaputová to victory over an oligarchic and, as some say, corrupt national
government.
After a long period of political apathy large parts of Slovakia rose to the occasion.
They were strongly in favour of membership in the EU and NATO, but plagued by
right wing populist and even neo-fascist movements, government indecency and
criminal practices. Now citizens have taken to the streets to force the country to
become more democratic and its politicians and bureaucrats more law abiding.
Has all of this already changed the small Central European country for the better?
What can and will be the role of Čaputová, the new bearer of hope? Will she be able
to make the democratic difference Slovakia has been waiting for so long?

Nicasia Picciano

Re-orientation of the Educational System in Kosovo
More Division instead of Integration
Kosovo’s education system remains divided to this day. The implementation of a
universally valid Serbian curriculum under Slobodan Milošević by the end of the
1980s was counterbalanced by the creation of private Kosovo-Albanian educational
structures. When the United Nations Interim Administration Mission (UNMIK) entered
Kosovo in June 1999 (UNSC Res. 1244), it was responsible inter alia for rebuilding
the education system. Its biggest challenge was the establishment of a unified and
common education for both Kosovo-Serbs and Kosovo-Albanians.
From the very start though, it was evident that such an outcome was not to be taken
for granted. The UN mission de facto reinforced ethnic separation in the education
system. To start with, it recognized de jure (2003) the creation of the University of
Northern Mitrovica attended only by Kosovo-Serbs. Belatedly, in 2015 a procedure
was introduced under the auspices of the so-called ‘EU Dialogue’ which sought a
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pragmatic way of enabling the integration of Kosovo-Serbs into Kosovo’s educational
institutions. However, the only outcome has been the introduction of a mechanism
recognizing diplomas issued by the University of Northern Mitrovica for Kosovo-Serbs
willing to study at the University of Pristina. At present its impact remains doubtful. –
Twenty years after the end of the conflict, the international community has failed to
establish a unified and common education system in Kosovo.

Friedrich Püttmann

Securitising the Oriental – How Islam Becomes a Threat to Kosovo
Ninety per cent of Kosovo’s population is Muslim. However, overt Islamic practice is
increasingly being demonised as a threat to society. A tangible result of this
discourse was the ban of the Islamic headscarf from Kosovo’s public schools in 2010.
The article addresses a puzzle by taking the headscarf ban as a case study to
investigate the discursive logic of the so-called “securitisation” of pious Islamic
practice in Kosovo. The author does so by using the analytical framework of
securitisation theory and the method of Analytical Discourse Evaluation to
systematically reconstruct and examine the argumentative structure that underlies
the policy. The contribution is based on discourse material from the online archives of
twelve Kosovo-Albanian media outlets from 2010 until 2018.
The author argues that the securitisation of the headscarf in Kosovo essentially
follows a classic Orientalist logic, crystallizing in the shape of three existential threats
(Islamic fundamentalism, psychological manipulation, and cultural backwardness)
and three threatened referential objects (namely national unity, national identity, and
the nation’s offspring). Together, these represent an ‘Oriental meta-threat’ to
Kosovo’s national self-identity.
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Jasmin Mujanović

Russia’s Toxification of Civil Society in the Western Balkans
From an ideological perspective, Russia’s activities in Southeast Europe, and
especially in the Western Balkans, are geared towards creating alternative
frameworks of political legitimacy for Moscow’s partner governments in the region.
Through such efforts Russia seeks to entice these and other local actors to shift their
political, economic, and security allegiances towards Moscow, and away from
Brussels and Washington.
Even if Russia does not – and cannot – offer the kinds of cohesive institutional
linkages and socio-economic benefits the EU (and the Atlantic community more
broadly) can, the strategy is nevertheless effective because it concentrates on the
venal and personal interests of local elites, not the well-being of citizens in the
countries. Rather than trying and failing to advance the principles of good
governance, this is an entirely parallel approach that actively privileges the interests
of elites over those of the public at large.
In short, Moscow invests in strongman regimes to advance its strategic aims in the
region – above all, disrupting EU and NATO enlargement and cohesion within the
Western Balkans.
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Maxim Samorukov

Why is Russia Hooked on the Kosovo Conflict?
The Kosovo crisis was a pivotal moment for Russian foreign policy. In the late 1990s,
Moscow decisively switched from cooperation to confrontation with the West.
Frustrated by the West’s bypassing of the UN Security Council, Moscow began to
use developments in Kosovo as a precedent for pursuing its own interests in
separatist conflicts in the post-Soviet space. Russia repeatedly referred to Kosovo as
legal grounds for its recognition of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and its annexation of
Crimea in 2014.
When Kosovo proclaimed independence in 2008, Moscow stood firmly in favour of
Serbia’s territorial integrity. Since then Russia has cultivated its image as the main
protector of Serbia’s interests in the international arena. This has allowed Moscow to
acquire an unprecedented degree of influence in the Serbian energy sector and
domestic politics.
Moscow now largely controls Belgrade’s position on Kosovo and can subvert the
authority of any Serbian politician if he or she is seen as being too soft on Pristina.
Russia is reluctant to accept any final settlement of the Kosovo status, fearing this
would lead to Serbia’s accession to NATO and the elimination of Russia’s security
role in the region. The Kosovo conflict does not affect any of Russia’s vital strategic
and economic interests. But Moscow views the dispute as an integral part of its
relations with the West. European leaders could appease its hostility to any
settlement by displaying greater willingness to take Russian concerns into account.

Veton Surroi

EU and Russia: Kosovo-Serbia Negotiations
Disunity between the EU member states (with five member states not recognizing the
independence of Kosovo) has weakened the position of the EU’s foreign policy
regarding Kosovo-Serbia relations. This disunity has opened further space for Russia
to successfully disrupt an attempt by the West to establish consolidated liberal
democracies in the territory of former Yugoslavia. The policy of disruption was
undertaken by supporting the Serbian position of obstructing state-building in
Kosovo. It was also carried out through a successful disregard of the International
Court of Justice’s opinion in July 2010 recognizing that Kosovo’s declaration of
independence did not contravene international law.
The EU was given a mandate by the UN General Assembly to normalize relations
between Kosovo and Serbia. Its External Action Service had undertaken a long and
rather unsuccessful attempt to reach something resembling “normalization”. But it got
bogged down in micromanaging details while not establishing viable principles of
negotiation. The logical consequence of such an approach is an anti-European idea
of swaping land and people, entertained throughout 2018 by the Presidents Vučić
and Thaçi of Serbia and Kosovo, respectively. With the failure of such an approach,
there is now an opportunity to return to European values defining bilateral relations
between Kosovo and Serbia.
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Ekaterina Entina

Southeast Europe in Russia’s Current Foreign Policy
The region of Southeast Europe is currently in a turbulent phase of its history. It is
trying to finally put an end to the problems that arose after the collapse of
communism almost 30 years ago. For a long time, the international community and
the Balkan states themselves gave integration into the European Union top priority in
the hope of achieving stability and prosperity in this part of the continent.
Today, with the increasing influence of various international actors in the region –
China, Turkey, Russia, and Arab countries – and problems within the EU itself,
internal problems have also arisen within the region. The twin issue of internal
security and external challenges became acute again.
There is a trend to overestimate the Russian foreign interest and its presence in the
region from the Western side. The article is devoted to the analysis and description of
how Russia can be understood as an external actor in the Western Balkans. It
equally focuses on the question what are the most constructive ways to stabilize the
Balkan region and solve its current problems.

Nenad Stefanov

(Step-)Mother Russia – Russia’s Projections and Mental Maps in
Serbia
The article discusses the so-called “traditional Russian-Serbian friendship”. This
relationship between the two states is assessed as an “invention of tradition”.
The contribution examines changes in Serbian society during the 1990s which
brought about a new turn towards Russia. In the mental maps that had emerged in
the context of new ethno-nationalism during the late 1980s, the West had initially
been central and served as evidence of an allegedly original love of freedom on the
part of the Serbian people. This map stood in contrast to the other republics of former
Yugoslavia that were seemingly “infested” by the Vatican and Germanophilia.
The experience of sanctions imposed on Serbia in 1992 and the refusal to reflect on
this experience led to a re-orientation of existing mental maps. The fixation on Russia
had the function to spare individuals the question of responsibility for crisis and war.
Even today, this mental map serves as a relieving function in Serbia and it is
increasingly coming to the fore.

